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A INTRODUCTION “Aircraft are built, not designed” is a famous quotation attributed to Donald Douglas. What he meant was that most aircraft ultimately evolve from a ‘cut and try’ process rather than being perfect right off the drawing board. Evidence supporting his comment is found in the wide variety of aerodynamic ‘fixes’, or local flow control de-



vices, that are applied to many aircraft after they begin test flying. These photo essays are a result of the late Lyle Powell’s decades of fascination with “ramp walking” at general aviation airports. As a dedicated perpetual student of aerodynamics, Lyle collected these photographs to show the many ways that aircraft drag, stability and control can be modified af-



ter an aircraft is built and flown. Lyle’s ramp walking often included interviews with the owners of the parked aircraft to inquire about the purpose and effects of their modifications. Over the last 20 years, he successfully used many of these mods on his own homebuilts and diligently encouraged others to try them as well. Homebuilders can generally rest assured that when an airflow



Swept wing with spanwise row of VG’s.
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D VORTEX GENERATORS



Aerostar rudder with flow guide and VG’s.



control device appears on a high performance military aircraft, its effectiveness was established after rigorous and expensive research and development. Local Flow Control Part I will focus on devices that influence flying surfaces and Part II will cover air inlets/exits and miscellaneous airflow controls. Local Flow Control Part III will present before and after flight tests of such devices. FLOW SEPARATION Flow separation is the enemy of aircraft designers. It causes large increases in drag and hampers the aircraft surface’s ability to shape its local airflow. As it moves aft on the aircraft, separated flow produces other unwanted effects such as diminished ram recovery, loss of lift and loss of control surface effectiveness and ‘feel’. Airflow separation occurs when the air moving over an aircraft surface loses its attachment to that surface and thereby can no longer follow the surface contour such as when the airflow is asked to turn around too sharp a corner. It can also occur when the boundary layer airflow next to a surface loses too much energy due to slowing by viscous effects and friction. When such a de-energized flow encounters a bend in the surface, it is unable to follow that bend and separates from the surface instead. Designers strive to avoid regions of separation during conceptual design of the aircraft as a whole. If regions of unwanted separation are discovered during initial flight tests, they can often be “fixed” by using local flow control devices.



A4 fighter wing with leading edge slats, vortilons and 2 rows of VG’s.
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A vortex is a spiral of airflow that has low pressure at its center and a high speed, high energy airflow circulating at its periphery. Hurricanes and tornadoes are examples of vortices. Vortices tend to maintain their circular shape due to the offsetting forces of low pressure suction at the central core of the vortex versus the centrifugal force on the circling outer layers of swirling air.1 “Bad” vortices created by airflow separation trap energy from the freestream in proportion to the drag penalty that they impose on the aircraft. Small, “good” vortices can be generated by attaching small, flat plates perpendicular to the aircraft surface and angled relative to the local airflow. (See B, D). Such plates are called “vortex generators” or VG’s. Their small vortices can inject energy into a locally separated boundary layer to reattach it. VG’s are one of the most commonly used local flow devices. Nearly all flow control devices generate some kind of vortex as a part of their effect. The optimum locations for VG’s are determined by trial and error involving taping or gluing them to a surface and then test flying the aircraft. The goal is to set the angle of the VG to the relative E wind and its height/width and chordwise/spanwise location so that the VG’s high energy wake is maximally directed into a region of separated airflow. This results in the desired reattachment of airflow to the surface and improves that surface’s intended aerodynamic function. Fortunately, the parasite drag caused by a well-placed VG is usually small compared to the large drag reduction obtained by eliminating unwanted separation. This is because most of the VG’s frontal area resides in the slow moving boundary layer of air next to the surface. VG’s are often placed in spanwise rows at a certain chordwise location on flying surfaces to assure that a moveable control surface at the trailing edge retains its authority at high angle of attack or at transonic flight speeds. (See B, C, D). The Turbo Bonanza uses an odd-looking outboard wing leading edge VG/strake to improve aileron function during flight at high altitudes and higher angles of attack. (E). VG’s are also used upstream of regions of interference drag where two surfaces join at an acute angle that would otherwise tend to cause a region of separation, as shown in the vintage jet’s tail outlet in photograph A. VG’s may be useful on the backside of canopies or cabin roofs where the airflow is unable to turn sharply downward onto the turtledeck or aft fuselage. Another use is to re-attach the low speed swirling airflow just aft of a cowl flap or oil cooler exit.



F-16 shows root strakes, and boundary layer bleedoff.



STRAKES Strakes are small swept wings of very low aspect ratio. They may be forward extensions at the wing root’s leading edge or they may stand alone, usually perpendicular to the surface of the fuselage. (Photos F, G, H, J, K). At high angles of attack, they serve as large vortex generators. At low angles of attack, they can
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provide lift, increase local effective sweep angle and enhance pitch and yaw stability. On supersonic aircraft such as the F16 and F-18, radically long strakes (also known as leading edge extensions or LEX) help avoid shock wave formation at the wing root. They also serve to increase lift and pitch rates at high angles F of attack by providing added lift at a more forward fuselage station. (Photo F). Marked sweepback reduces the drag penalty of these strakes.2 In 1995, Lyle Powell built wing root strakes onto his Glasair III. (G). He found them to make the stall payout less abrupt, allowing the aircraft to be more smoothly flared during landing. Similar strakes were later adopted on the new Cirrus SR-20. (H). Lyle later substituted a wing root flow guide that worked slightly better and also lowered stall speed significantly. (I). The high speed drag penalty of these devices is small relative to the benefits they provide.
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Glastar with tail strake
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Bonanza A-36 wing root strake Lyle Powell’s Glasair III wing root strake.



J yaw stability as well as to cleanly house a tailwheel assembly or tail skid. (A).



H Cirrus SR-20 wing root strake.
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The vortices from the wing root leading edge strakes used on the A36 Bonanza help keep the airflow over that large root chord area attached during flight at high angles of attack. (J). Strakes can also augment wing area and provide more volume for fuel tanks, as found on the Longeze, Cozy, Velocity and Berkut. (Photo K). The horizontal tail strakes found on the Glastar increase its tail volume and help keep flow attached at high angles of attack. (L). Ventral tail fuselage strakes on the KingAir improve its pitch and yaw stability and reduce required tail downloads at high angle of attack. (M). Similar ventral fins are found on the F-14 Tomcat. A single, fixed midline ventral tail fin can be used to increase vertical tail volume and



EXTERNAL FLOW GUIDES Small, cambered, wing-like surfaces can redirect the local flow toward regions of separation. Their action involves deflecting the local flow by using their “downwash”. These are often placed on the side of the fuselage, nacelle or vertical fin. (B, I, N). Cessna twin nacelle with inboard flow guide.
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LOCAL AIRFOIL MODIFICATION Along the span of a wing, differing airfoil sections may be grafted on or applied as a ‘glove’ in order to tailor the local flow as desired. Some aircraft, such as the KingAir use extremely cambered, high lift sections at the wing root and sections of lower lift coefficient nearer the wing tip. (O). This allows the distribu-



can increase a wing’s Swept wing with leadlift coefficient by up ing edge notch and to 40%. Unlike trail- flow fence ing edge flaps, which allow the tilting of the fuselage nose-down for better visibility during approach, leading edge slats do The multi-segmented, displaced hinge flaps and leading edge slats on the C-17 give a tremendous increase in chord and camber.
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tion of lift and the stall progression along the span to be tailored without the use of wing twist. It may also reduce airflow separation at the fuselage/wing root junction.
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SLOTTED FLAPS



One variation of this is leading edge droop. (P). This produces a local increase in the lift coefficient and is a part of many STOL kits for production aircraft. It typically improves the ability of its local portion of the wing to keep flying when other, non-drooped portions of the wing have stalled. The drooped portion is often forward of an aileron and thus helps the aileron to remain effective during a stall. LEADING EDGE SLATS
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the opposite. They enhance lift when the aircraft operates at higher angles of attack. Consequently, aircraft designed for maximum lift at low speed typically use leading edge slats in conjunction with trailing edge flaps.



A dramatic expression of the use of slotted flaps is found in the C-17. The fully deployed flaps provide a huge increase in wing camber and lift coefficient that are essential to this aircraft’s superb slow flight and STOL capabilities. (R). The flaps on the B-25 bomber used a double slot design that increases lift more than a single slot. (S). Such a detail contributed to its success in being able to take off in the very short distance available on the U.S.S. Hornet’s carrier deck during Doolittle’s Raid.



The Falcon jet and the C-17, show the use of leading edge slats. (Q, R). These
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Leading edge vortilons on the Velocity.
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VORTILONS A vortilon is a combination of a vortex generator and a flow fence. It is a small, flat, forward projecting surface on the lower portion of the leading edge. It has been used on the Velocity and Cozy to reduce spanwise flow on the swept rear wing and to increase control surface effectiveness at high angles of attack. (T, C). LEADING EDGE NOTCHES A notch or wide slit can be made in a wing leading edge to generate a vortex on the aft portion of that section of the wing. The vortex so formed can have a dual purpose of both keeping the aft flow attached and acting like a flow fence to block unwanted spanwise flow at that location. (U). FLOW FENCES The flow fence is typically used on swept wings where spanwise flow occurs in proportion to sweepback angle. It consists of a longitudinal ‘wall’ placed on a flying surface to block unwanted spanwise airflow. It is usually placed on the wing’s upper cambered surface but is occasionally used on both upper and lower surfaces. An engine nacelle or a wingtip fuel tank on swept wing aircraft serve somewhat like flow fences. (U). LOCAL SWEEPBACK Locally increasing the leading edge sweepback angle increases local spanwise flow, reduces drag and reduces the lift coefficient. It also allows that portion of the wing to operate at a higher angle of attack before stalling. Accordingly, segmental variation of sweep angle along a wing’s span can be used to tailor the local behavior of each spanwise wing segment, as seen on the Piper Cherokee. (V). CONCLUSION It is hoped that Lyle’s photo collection on local flow devices will inspire homebuilders to make future enhancements to the performance and flying qualities of their homebuilt aircraft. Each device must be tested to determine its cost/benefit ratio. As always, any significant airframe modification must be built structurally sound and must be inspected and tested by qualified test pilots. BIBLIOGRAPHY 1Peake, DJ, Tobak, M. “Three Dimensional Interatcions and Vortical Flows
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A INTRODUCTION In this second photo essay on local flow control devices, we focus on inlets and exits as well as some miscellaneous techniques. INTERNAL FLOW GUIDES The airspeed inside most internal ducts is usually less than half that of the aircraft. Nevertheless, a worthwhile drag reduction can be obtained by properly shaping internal ducts to smoothly direct their airflow. For inlets, the airflow should be diverged while for exits it should be converged. Diverging the airflow diffuses the incoming air, and decelerates it so as to convert its



dynamic pressure to useable static pressure. This must be done smoothly and gradually to avoid ‘stalling’ the inlet. Inlet stall occurs when the airflow separates from the duct wall and forms wasteful static vortices. See Figure (B). A stalled inlet will have poor ‘ram recovery’, meaning that the static pressure recovered at the end of the duct will be low compared to the external freestream dynamic pressure. Well designed air inlet ducts should achieve at least 85% ram recovery in order to provide adequate working pressure for air cooling, cabin ventilation, etc. The diverging internal duct walls of the smile inlet shown above achieve 105% ram recovery during climb. Their divergence angle is about 10 de-



grees and their surface contour is a scaled down version of the upper surface of a thin, highly laminar, low camber wing section. (A). AIR EXTRACTORS The two bulges on the bottom of the cowling shown in photo A are air exits for the engine cooling system. These ‘bluff bodies’ are shaped to suck exiting air out of the cowl into the freestream using the locally negative pressure generated by their convex, cambered shape. The suction so generated can be quite strong and is additive to the working static pressure recovered by the inlet. The best shape for this type of exit bluff body is that of the
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External flow (dark blue) provides suction. Internal flow guide (green) and rounded door leading edge (light blue) on the internally opening, aft-hinged door both serve to smooth the exit flow (red) from this airfoil shaped extractor exit. See photos A and D.
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airflow Upper inlet duct wall maintains attached flow. Lower wall diverges too steeply and an unwanted vortex forms.
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D Exhaust pipe should exit aft behind an air extractor as on this Mooney.
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upper surface of an airfoil section that generates high lift over a wide range of angles of attack, including negative angles of attack. Its thickness to chord ratio should be about 18-25% so that the resulting body shape will have a length to diameter ratio (‘fineness ratio’) of between 6 to 1 and 4 to 1. The chordwise location for the air exit on the surface of the bluff body should be near the point of maximum suction (negative pressure) for that airfoil shape. This point is usually found at between 15-35% of chord but varies with angle of attack. The ideal location can best be found during flight test by using a water manometer. The manometer can sample the air pressure on external skin surface at several flush 3/32” diameter holes drilled at locations between 15% and 35% of chord along midline of the bluff body. Because its suction is applied over a very limited spanwise
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I area, the wake and therefore the drag of the bluff body extractor exit can be kept small. The internal walls of the exit should create a convergent path for the air to accelerate it as it exits. The extractor shown in A, C and D incorporates an adjustable cowl flap consisting of an internally-opening, aft-hinged door. The



K in order to not inhale the boundary layer. The F-105 engine inlets used a boundary layer bleedoff fence that enclosed a flow dividing ‘prow’. (K). BOUNDARY LAYER COMPRESSORS



J A simple exit deflector plate.



The thickness of a boundary layer can be reduced by forcing it to accelerate over a bluff body so that it ‘squishes’ as it merges with a more external, higher velocity airstream layer. Such compression of the boundary layer is the purpose of the propeller spinner afterbodies used on the engine cowlings of the Lockheed Constellation and on Rare Bear, the F8F Reno Racer. Another example of this is shown in photo A. Here, the boundary layer on the 20” prop spinner is accelerated over a 0.65” tall bluff body before it enters the smile-shaped cooling inlet. Spinner boundary layers vary with spinner diameter and RPM and are kept smallest by assuring that the spinner turns true with minimal runout.1 DEADBAND DAMS



sides of the door move against internal fixed vertical sidewalls to assure that the exit flow does not spill out sideways. The door tapers, narrowing aft, to converge the exit flow. When such a door is nearly closed, the exit air velocity increases and cooling drag decreases, with an attendant rise in CHT. A flow guide on the internal leading edge of the door helps smoothly converge the airflow. (C) A fixed internal flow guide to smooth the exit contours is also helpful. (C, F) The oil cooler exit used on the CAFE Foundation’s testbed aircraft is similarly designed. (F). Mooney uses a well shaped bluff body extractor at the cowl exit. (G) Louvered exits can be either flush (H) or proud (I) to the external surface and are much simpler and cheaper to build. They should be aimed so that the airflow exits in the direction of the freestream to prevent a sideways plume of low energy airflow from producing a large, high-drag wake on the aircraft. Louvers cannot rival the suction of a well-designed airfoil-shaped extractor. A very simple, cheap type of air extractor is a sharp-edged deflector plate that serves to trip the external flow at the exit. (J).



A thick boundary layer is often present on the surfaces of the rudder. The result is a rudder whose movement left or right of neutral position has little or no effect on yaw and that offers poor force feedback to the pilot. Such a condition is called rudder deadband. A strip of metal or a length of small tubing attached along the rudder ’s trailing edge can ‘dam up’ the local flow, increasing the Cessna Citation rudder local pressure on its with deadband dam at T.E. surfaces. This technique restores the rudder’s feel and effectiveness at small angles and L deflection produces only a small drag penalty. Deadband dams are used on the Cessna Citation and Mooney. (W).



BOUNDARY LAYER BLEEDOFF



AFTERBODIES



As the airflow next to an aircraft surface slows down due to friction, there forms an ever thicker boundary layer of de-energized, lower velocity air. If allowed to enter an air inlet, such a boundary layer will disturb the controlled diffusion and ram pressure recovery of that inlet. Because of this, inlets are often designed to stand off from the fuselage surface by an inch or two



Struts and antennae that have a circular cross-section generate high drag unless an afterbody is provided to approximate



Elevator strut afterbody and fixed root gap filler.



Taped control gap



O M an airfoil-like shape.1 This can be accomplished by glueing piece of foam onto the aft face of a strut or antenna and then shaping the foam to taper with a 3 or 4 to one fineness ratio. (M) STALL STRIPS Leading edge stall strips are small, sharp edged, triangular shaped flow trippers that are attached to the front of the wing leading edge close to its stagnation point. (N). These shed a vortex at high angles of attack so as to both selectively initiate stall at that wing station and to send a buffeting vortex aftward to tremble the tail control surfaces and thus provide a stall warning to the pilot.
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Leading edge stall strip on Grumman Albatross.



Rudder tufts on a Sea Fury.



gap flow a significant source of both ‘leakage’ and interference drag. Taping or sealing the control gap so as to block the gap airflow can greatly reduce the drag. (O) This must be done with care to preserve full control surface travel and not unduly increase control friction forces. Sealing the control gap often increases the control surface effectiveness and is likely to increase the control forces required. CONCLUSION There are many local airflow control devices that can enhance the performance and flying qualities of aircraft. Each device requires careful study and testing to achieve an optimum design. Any significant airframe modification must be made structurally sound and be inspected and tested by qualified test pilots.



TUFT TESTING



BIBLIOGRAPHY



Yarn tufts can be taped onto aircraft surfaces and examined in flight to see if they lie flat or lift up off of the surface. (O). If they lift up, they are revealing a local region of flow separation. Such separation should be fixed with local flow devices whenever possible.



1Hoerner, Sighard F., Fluid-Dynamic Drag, 1965. p. 3-2 to 3-4. Library of Congress #64-19666.



SEALING CONTROL GAPS The air gap between fixed flying surfaces and moveable control surfaces is often one of irregular shape with sharpedged corners. In flight, the air pressure difference across such a gap produces airflow through the gap that can be of significant volume and velocity. This airflow often exits the gap as a turbulent jet that can cause separated flow on the adjacent control surface. This makes the
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INTRODUCTION This report presents CAFE flight test results on wing root flow guides as a modification to the Globe Swift. Bruce Seguin is an expert in aircraft sheet metal fabrication and one of the foremost authorities on modifying the Globe Swift. His beautifully polished Swift, N84NS is based at Concord, California’s Buchanan Field Airport. Bruce has so thoroughly rebuilt and redesigned this aircraft that it became reclassified as an amateur-built experimental aircraft. Working with the late Lyle Powell, Bruce designed and installed the wing root flow



guides tested here. When he discovered that they produced a noticeable improvement in low speed handling of his Swift and seemed to give a significant reduction in stall speed, it prompted many to suggest that these devices should be tested by the CAFE Foundation. STALL SPEED TESTING CAFE Barograph #3 was mounted on the wingtip of the Swift with fiberglass wing cuff attachments that Bruce built for the purpose. Two data flights were made. One flight with the flow guides installed and the other without them. A third flight was made



to obtain tuft photographs. The aircraft weight and c.g. were carefully set at the same value on both flights . The test pilot, C.J. Stephens, performed power off stalls while seeking to maintain level flight and a less than 1.0 knot per second deceleration rate. The results are shown in table A. There was a 2.1mph reduction in stall speed with the flow guides. This is a substantial increment for such a small, simple and lightweight device. It indicates a large increase in the overall maximum lift coefficient (Clmax) for the aircraft. At a weight of 2070 lb, the reduction in stall from 57.6 to 55.5



The flow guides attach with 4 screws each and weight just a few The wing root flow guide installed on the side of the fuse-



N84NS has sheared wingtips with a vortex generator placed near the L.E. to help keep aileron flow attached at high



angle of attack. The Swift’s high taper ratio and relatively large wing root chord exaggerate this effect compared to what would occur on aircraft with non-tapered wings of shorter chord. Many aircraft are purposely designed to have their wing root stall first so that the outer wing panel’s ailerons will remph equates to an increase in maximum lift coefficient from 1.85 to 1.99. To place this 2.1 mph stall speed improvement in perspective, the flow guides acts as if they had added 10 square feet to the wing area of the Swift while being no more than 0.3 square feet in area themselves. Put another way, the wing root flow guides allow this Swift to carry 159 pounds more weight and maintain the same 57.6 mph stall speed recorded without the guides. The flow guides increase this aircraft’s CAFE Triaviathon score from 85 to 95.6, further emphasizing the nifty way that they enhance lift. The flow guides cause the wing root’s upper surface airflow to remain attached when it otherwise would separate at stall
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website: www.cafefoundation.org



IMPORTANT NOTICE



Swift builder/owner Bruce Seguin, left, and CAFE Foundation President Brien Seeley share a light moment during the flight testing.



main effective for recovery during the stall. If using a wing root flow guide allowed an aircraft to stall at a higher



angle of attack, one at which the ailerons were no longer effective, a stall recovery problem could be the result. Therefore, caution should be exercised in Table A. applying such wing root Swift N84NS at 2070 lb. Stall progression power off with flow guides. Some concomitant trick to full flaps and gear down. (~132 square feet wing area.) enhance aileron effectiveness throughout the Data clock Pressure alt. Sink, fps CAS, mph stall may be necessary With flow guides to the use of wing root flow guides. 14:11:34 7463 1.3 58.48 In the case of Bruce’s 14:11:35 7463.7 0.7 57.46 very special Swift, the 14:11:36 7461 -2.7 57.03 wing tips were modified to help preclude such a 14:11:37 7454.9 -6.1 56.18 problem. Bruce elimi14:11:38 7452.9 -2 55.89 nated the outboard wing 14:11:39 7444.8 -8.1 55.93 panels’ leading edge 14:11:40 7437.3 -7.5 55.5 slots when he rebuilt the wings. Then, he added a 14:11:41 7429.9 -7.4 56.46 sheared wingtip of his 14:11:42 7420.4 -9.5 58.48 own design and placed 14:11:43 7404.2 -16.2 61.01 leading edge upper sur14:11:44 7382.7 -21.5 63.61 face vortex generators just outboard of the aileron’s tip. These No flow guides VG’s are of a design 09:04:10 7431.2 -1.4 60.16 very similar to those 09:04:11 7431.2 0 59.94 used on the Glastar. The result is an ability to 09:04:12 7427.9 -3.3 59.62 maintain roll control 09:04:13 7424.5 -3.4 59.26 during the stall, even 09:04:14 7424.5 0 59.08 during the deeper stalls 09:04:15 7423.8 -0.7 58.94 allowed by the wing root flow guides. Thus, the 09:04:16 7420.4 -3.4 58.71 overall design integrates 09:04:17 7417.7 -2.7 58.53 one small change with 09:04:18 7409.6 -8.1 58.25 another. 09:04:19 7406.9 -2.7 58.11 Extensive add-on flow devices may add to the 09:04:20 7400.9 -6 57.6 drag of an aircraft and 09:04:21 7392.8 -8.1 58.34 reduce its top speed. 09:04:22 7382 -10.8 61.14 Our attempt to measure this was hampered by an 09:04:23 7366.5 -15.5 63.82
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SPONSORS Experimental Aircraft Association Federal Aviation Administration Cessna Aircraft Corporation Engineered Software “PowerCadd” and WildTools Bourns & Son Signs Pacific Coast Air Museum The Bike Peddler (Santa Rosa) ignition system problem that occured on the ‘guides-off’ Vmax test flight and we were unable to obtain meaningful data. However, it may be of interest to note that the Vmax at 6500’ for guides-on with wing cuff drag was 196.65 mph TAS. (The ignition problem limited Vmax to 188.89 mph guides-off.) Maximum rate of climb at 97.5 mph CAS from 2500’ to 3500’ at 2070 pounds was 1093 fpm with the guides on.



or reversal. The left aileron is deflected downward, increasing the angle of attack of that left wingtip. The tufts along the top of the outer edge of the sheared wingtip are kicked up high due to the wingtip vortex that spirals out from under the wing. The large downward angle of the Barograph’s brass pitot static probe shows the high angle of attack at stall. The tufts on the side of the fuselage graphically emphasize the influence of the top of the wing on local flow direction. CONCLUSION The big story from these results are the remarkably large effect from the fairly small and lightweight wing root flow guides. Hopefully, careful application of such devices can similarly improve the slow flight behavior of other homebuilt aircraft.



ANALYZING TUFT BEHAVIOR Red yarn tufts were applied to the Swift to observe the local flow patterns at stall. It was very difficult to see the tufts because of the mirror-like finish on N84NS. C.J. Stephens high level of skill as a formation flyer allowed him to position the Swift in close formation to the photo plane just as he coaxed it into a deep stall. Larry Ford, whose excellent photographs appear in nearly every CAFE report, captured a tuft photo at exactly at the moment of the stall. It is helpful to view this at higher magnification. Looking closely, we can see that the row of red yarn tufts about 12” outboard of the wing root flow guide are showing the chaotic flow reversal typical of the stalled condition. They are disoriented and pulled into distorted shapes as far forward the 20% of chord location. However, the tufts directly aft of the flow guide are still lying down fairly flat back to about 65% of chord, where one tuft is seen to be standing up off the surface. The wingtip VG had been removed in this stall photo. The 3 wingtip tufts at 20% of chord and the tuft just forward of the aileron hinge point are all showing separation
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